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Abstract
THE BASIC SCIENCE OF PSYCHOLOGY HAS IDENTIFIED specific ingrained responses that are
fundamental elements of human nature, underpin common influence strategies
and may apply in medical settings. People feel a sense of obligation to repay a perceived debt. A request becomes more attractive when preceded by a marginally
worse request. The drive to act consistently will persist even if demands escalate.
Peer pressure is intense when people face uncertainty. The image of the requester
influences the attractiveness of a request. Authorities have power beyond their expertise. Opportunities appear more valuable when they appear less available.
These 7 responses were discovered decades ago in psychology research and seem
intuitively understood in the business world, but they are rarely discussed in medical texts. An awareness of these principles can provide a framework for physicians
to help patients change their behaviour and to understand how others in society
sometime alter patients’ choices.

P

eople sometimes behave in ways that are not in their own best interest. A patient with tuberculosis, for example, may inadvertently miss taking doses of
antibiotics and thereby develop resistant disease or may neglect appointments and thereby not receive necessary follow-up.1–3 In many cases, what patients
do for themselves can lead to irreversible medical complications. As a consequence,
patients themselves sometimes wish their behaviour would change for the better.4,5
What can a physician do to help?
Many forces in society work hard to influence behaviour. Advertising is full of
requests; for example, “smoke our cigars.” The science of influence examines why a request made in one way is rejected but made in a different way is accepted. In this article we review 7 principles that are fundamental to human nature and that underpin
most influence strategies. The principles have been verified by research in psychology,
are broadly used in society and may apply in medical settings. We do not review incentives, education, readiness, convenience or other aspects of behaviour medicine.6–10
The science of social influence provides insights and opportunities for human
interactions. These insights are not an invitation to usurp a patient’s autonomy any
more than anesthesiology is a licence to undermine a patient’s independence.11 In
practice, for example, a physician might begin by asking the patient about his or her
goals and then apply the principles of social influence to reinforce the patient’s
preferences. In addition, the physician could explain how others in society might
try to sabotage the patient’s efforts.

Methods of influence
Basic theory
Our patients live in a world that has a crushing amount of information. To cope, patients follow shortcuts in reasoning, called “ingrained responses.” Even for extremely
relevant issues, thoughtful decisions are often impossible because the issues are so complex, the time is so tight, the distractions are so intrusive, and the mental fatigue is so
deep. Ingrained responses, in contrast, are a rapid way to make many sensible
choices.12–14 One way to drive safely, for example, is to have fairly automatic control over
the steering wheel, accelerator and brake so that attention focuses on roadway hazards.
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Ingrained responses are important because their effect
on behaviour does not rely on conscious deliberation. For
example, most people get an urge to urinate if they hear
running water. Hence, a clinician can sometimes obtain a
urine specimen from a hesitant patient by opening a bathroom faucet. Ingrained responses are strong. In human reasoning, therefore, they are the basic pathways that underlie
most influence strategies.15 An awareness of these pathways
provides a framework for physicians attempting to help patients change their behaviour (Table 1).

able may be more likely to be taken seriously when offering
advice, not just because the doctor appears more diligent
but also because the patient feels appreciated.18 A physician
who accommodates small favours, such as agreeing to a
sudden appointment request to convenience a patient or
supporting a popular community initiative in a small town,
has some advantage when suggesting a lifestyle change.19,20
Even in the anonymous setting of an emergency department, a bit of compassion can cause homeless adults to act
a bit differently.21

Reciprocation

Concession

The “reciprocation” response leads a person to try to repay in kind what another person has provided to him or
her. For example, a colleague who covers for you on call
will usually have little difficulty persuading you to return a
favour. A more rigorous demonstration of this principle
was conducted by psychologists who sent Christmas cards
to a random sample of 578 strangers.16 Surprisingly, as
many as 117 sent back a personal response to the researcher. Although times change, the sense of obligation
derived from reciprocation is pervasive in human culture
and may be universal to all societies.17
The principle of reciprocation implies that people will
comply when asked to repay a debt. This motivation is exploited by fundraisers who ask for a donation only after providing a service. A classic example involves religious sects
who solicit contributions in public places after pressing a
flower into the hand of a passerby. The unsuspecting
passerby is invariably not allowed to give it back or protest
that it was unwanted. “No, it is our gift of happiness to you”
would be a common explanation by the solicitor. Then, after the force of reciprocation was harnessed, the solicitor
would request (and frequently receive) a contribution.
Reciprocation might also be a source of influence for
clinicians. A physician who makes a patient feel comfort-

The “concession” response is a special case of reciprocation in which a person feels obliged to concede after someone else has offered a compromise. For example, an administrator may convince you to sit on a committee if he or she
first asks you to join 2 committees and then “surrenders” to
having you serve on just 1. A classic study of this principle
involved psychologists who asked college students to volunteer for a trip to the zoo to supervise juvenile delinquents. Those asked directly were much less likely to agree
than those initially asked to volunteer every week for 2
years (17% v. 50%, p < 0.05).22
Provided the sequence is structured skillfully, the routine of concession can make a second request appear unduly reasonable. This tactic is exploited by labour negotiators, for example, who make extreme demands that they do
not expect to win but that make subsequent demands look
more attractive. The first request must seem realistic so
that the negotiator is still viewed as bargaining in good
faith. The skilled negotiator, therefore, is one whose initial
position is exaggerated enough to allow for concessions but
not so immoderate as to seem unfair. Concession is a remarkable influence strategy and can create lasting satisfaction for both parties.23
Concession also occurs in clinical situations. A physician

Table 1: Pathways of ingrained responses in human reasoning — a framework for
physicians attempting to help patients change their behaviour
Pathway

Ingrained response

Approach for physicians

Reciprocation

Repay a perceived debt

Concession

Agree to a lesser demand

Consistency

Follow past pronouncements

Endorsement

Imitate relevant others

Liking

Link message to messenger

Authority

Obey authorities’ orders

Scarcity

Value rare opportunities

Provide some initiating benefit such as
new information or a compliment
Preplan possible compromises by
having a fall-back position ready
Point out when a patient is doing
something right, to build more positive
changes
Set a new social comparison group by
describing successes of other patients
Be charming and encouraging even in
unpleasant circumstances
Give recommendations to patients
personally rather than through others
Emphasize a special distinction so that
the treatment seems uniquely suitable
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whose patient is reluctant to start treatment for high blood
pressure, for example, might first raise additional issues and
then agree to first focus just on the hypertension. A patient
who declines to undergo a screening colonoscopy might be
willing to have a barium enema examination. A patient who
smokes might be willing to discuss the dilemma and eventually might agree to quit smoking. The essential task is to
tailor the counselling according to the patient’s stage of
change.24 The strategy of concession is also one reason that
methadone programs can be successful for treating serious
drug addictions.25

Consistency
The “consistency” response leads a person, once having
made a choice, to have a strong tendency to continue with
that commitment. For example, you might give your administrative assistant a Christmas bonus based on precedents regardless of recent performance. Research shows that an important feature is that the person accepts inner responsibility
for a prior act completed in the absence of strong pressure.
In one study, a sample of Ohio residents were telephoned
and asked if they intended to vote in an upcoming election.
Almost all replied with a perfunctory “yes.” Surprisingly, the
turnout rate was higher among those called (and induced to
answer) than among the general public.26
The drive to look consistent is a potent force that can
result in people acting against their own interests. This tendency is exploited by toy manufacturers that heavily advertise an item in December but then understock it. An unsuspecting parent who promises his or her child the toy for
Christmas discovers that it is not available, feels compelled
to buy something else as a compromise and must return in
January to fulfill the original promise. In this example, appealing to the need for consistency leads to excessive consumer spending. In other settings, it can lead to greater
participation in blood donor programs27 or in medical research studies.28
Clinicians might guide a patient’s desire for consistency
to reinforce healthy choices. For example, a physician can
ask a recalcitrant smoker to list 2 drawbacks of smoking.
This is a small task that will likely be accepted. Having
made a list, the patient might be willing to talk more at the
next visit. And at a following visit, the patient might be
willing to discuss quitting. 29 The feature of this slow
process is that a series of small tasks causes the person to
change their self-image so as to naturally comply with
greater tasks.30 This helps explain many self-enhancing
memory distortions31,32 and why empowering patients toward self-management can breed sustained adherence.33

Endorsement
The “endorsement” response occurs when a person determines what is correct by copying others relevant to him
or her. For example, if your colleagues all prescribe omepra1682
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zole to treat esophagitis, then you will probably also prescribe it. Pressure toward conformity is especially strong
when people try to determine what constitutes normal behaviour. For example, a group of psychologists studied 24
children frightened of dogs.34 Each child was asked to watch
another young person playing happily with a dog each day.
After only 4 days two-thirds of the children could play happily with a dog. The behaviour change was even more profound with time.
Peer endorsement is compelling evidence that can be
manipulated by outside agents. For example, advertisers exploit this tactic by using testimonials to promote a product.
Also troubling is that this response is deleterious if someone needs emergency help when in a crowd. Research studies involving mock epileptic seizures staged in New York
City, for example, showed that the person having the
seizure was more likely to receive aid if 1 rather than 5 bystanders were present (85% v. 31%, p < 0.05).35 In a crowd,
people may see that others are hesitating, mistakenly interpret that such withdrawal is appropriate and become further persuaded to do nothing.
Endorsements are most appealing when a person’s confidence is shaky. Thus, difficult medical decisions are often
driven by appeals to norms, wherein patients pay attention
to what has been popular with others. A man with lung
cancer who must choose between surgery and radiation
therapy, for example, may find the single statistic “most patients have the operation” more convincing than any clinical data.36 Physicians, therefore, have influence because
they set new social standards.37 This also helps explain why
pre-emptive compassion spurs patients to disclose embarrassing information (e.g., “Many diabetic patients are impotent. Does this include you?”).38

Liking
The “liking” response leads people to agree with requests
from those they like. A charismatic intern, for example, can
have remarkable success in expediting an urgent radiology
procedure for a patient. One determinant of favouritism is
physical appearance. Good-looking people are stereotypically assigned more positive traits than they might deserve
(e.g., intelligence).39 In a criminology study, for example, attractive defendants were less likely than unattractive defendants to be sent to jail (46% v. 77%, p = 0.014), even though
all had been found guilty.40 Good-looking people have a
greater advantage than is generally realized.
Several other attributes can contribute to a person’s attractiveness, including the similarity of dress, interests,
background, verbal style and body language to the other
person. This phenomenon is exploited when car salespeople deliberately dress well, assign themselves to customers
of a similar age or sex and otherwise create a veneer of familiarity. Other tricks used in commercial circumstances
include setting-up an oppositional third party (e.g., “the
boss”) so that the salespeople pretend to ally themselves
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with the buyer. In addition, a few words of praise can produce return liking and willing compliance.
Medical practitioners can potentially become more persuasive than a salesperson because of their respected professional image. A physician who offers a tissue to a tearful
patient will seem humane. A physician who is friendly and
outgoing may command more attention.41 A physician who
compliments a patient on his or her improved blood pressure will both reinforce and motivate the patient to work
for further approvals.42 A physician who is well liked can
sway his or her colleagues more effectively than can standard educational materials.43 Of course, professionals must
not misuse their attractive image, such as when physicians
abuse patients.44

Authority
The “authority” response leads people to have a deep
sense of duty for those in command. For example, some
nurses carry stethoscopes to appear more authoritative.45 A
classic study on obedience to authority involved middleaged men who were told to give electrical shocks of increasing intensity to subjects as part of a sham test of learning.46,47
Surprisingly, most (65%) complied with all instructions and
inflicted voltages labelled as potentially lethal. Although the
shocks were later revealed as fake and aspects of this study
are controversial, the evident finding is that people submit
to authority.
Adults go to great lengths on the command of an authority. Governments use this compliance to extract high
levels of obedience from citizens. For example, such compliance in Nazi Germany contributed, in part, to the death
of millions. This deference to authority is not unique to
one culture and has been identified in every country evaluated, including the individualistic society of the United
States.48 Blind obedience is convenient, and a claim to have
“only been following orders” is a popular way to rationalize
unpleasant actions.
Physicians are authorities and thereby have power. No
one overrules a doctor’s judgement in a case, except perhaps another doctor. Hence, compliance may increase if
advice is given by the physician rather than by an assistant.
For example, a physician could specifically ask patients
about their fears and directly extinguish misconceptions
(“Yes, it is all right to eat sushi when pregnant”). Indeed, a
single exhortation by a doctor can sometimes cause patients
to quit smoking.49 This deference to authority can also lead
to errors, such as when nurses fail to question a doctor’s inappropriate order50 or when doctors give unfair preference
to patients who hold political power.51

Scarcity
The “scarcity” response is invoked when opportunities
seem valuable because they seem rare. For example, patients
with Kayser–Fleischer rings can be exceedingly popular with

medical students, not necessarily because the patients are educational but because they represent a once-in-a-lifetime
learning opportunity. One classic study of this principle involved consumer preferences for chocolate cookies.52 Half of
the raters sampled from a large jar containing many cookies.
The other raters sampled from a small container of just 2
cookies. All of the cookies were identical; however, those
shown in short supply were rated as more desirable and more
attractive than those in abundant supply.
Creating scarcity is easy by declaring that numbers are
limited, competition is growing, deadlines are tight or access is restricted. The scarcity principle is exploited by theatre owners, for example, who advertise shows as “ending
soon!” The principle can also backfire. In one experiment,
mock juries considered a standardized case of a pedestrian
injured in a collision.53 As expected, juries that were told the
driver had insurance awarded the victim more than did juries told nothing of insurance (mean award $37 000 v.
$33 000, p < 0.05). However, other juries that were instructed to “disregard” insurance gave even higher awards
(mean $46 000). Censored data have special allure.
Physicians might invoke the scarcity principle to make
their counsel more powerful. Once a day, for example, a
physician can preface advice by stating “Of all the patients
I’ve seen today, you’re on my mind the most because ...”
This distinction adds weight to whatever advice follows and
might motivate some patients to change their behaviour.
The scarcity principle also helps explain why decisionmakers are more likely to accept a new option and forgo
the status quo when one alternative, rather than many, is
offered.54 The perception of gaining special treatment may
explain why heart transplant recipients stay compliant.55

Summary
Changing the behaviour of a competent adult in a free
society requires exercising influence but not control. In this
article we have reviewed ingrained responses that are fundamental to human nature and that underpin most influence
strategies. As with all aspects of medicine, influence strategies can do good or harm depending on the care with which
they are directed. The reality is that forces in society are already using these techniques against the patient. An awareness of how to help patients make beneficial choices may be
a necessary skill for clinicians to provide effective care.
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